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WEST COAST PORTS
Growing Demand = Growing Opportunity
PANEL I
GLOBAL LOGISTICS PROJECTED
IN PORTS OF THE FIRST WORLD

PANEL II
PERSPECTIVES ON INTERMODAL
TRANSPORTATION

Context:
Since 2017, after various bankruptcies
and crises, shipping alliances control the
seas by defining shipments and contracts.
In the United States, there are basically 3
consolidated alliances: 2M, Ocean Alliance
and THE Alliance. Today, it is not just
about moving cargo from A to B, but about
implementing collaboration strategies
to manage capacity and routes, leaving
the smaller volume for niche carriers
that serve smaller regions. But while this
determination optimized the profitability of
the alliances, some ports lost direct scales
because they did not have enough cargo
for PostPanamax vessels; in addition,
the increase in capacity and congestion
in large ports increased the risk of delays
and the demand for available chassis,
pushing shipping companies to consolidate
the service with intermodal and ground
carriers. On the other hand, the complexity
derived from these alliances has created
other figures such as the NVOCC
(common carrier that does not own
vessels, but consolidates cargo between
shipping lines), in addition to the traditional
freight forwarder, which as an agent, offers
an added value to the client.

Context:
Intermodal transport gained speed in the
United States throughout 2017, the volume
increased by 5.6 percent and the volume
of crates 3.9 percent with respect to 2016,
according to the Intermodal Association
of North America (IANA), which projected
a steep rise in movement of cargo within
the country. On the other hand, as of
December 2017, road carriers have had
to comply with a new federal requirement,
the installation of electronic recording
devices (ERD) in their units, forcing some
of them to exit the market. Besides,
by monitoring compliance with hours
of service (HOS) more accurately, the
number of hours that drivers are available
to move cargo is reduced. Undoubtedly,
these restrictions are pushing more
shippers towards intermodality, which has
been strengthened by the development of
new inland ports: rail terminals that provide
factories or distribution centers with easy
connections to the main seaports.

•

How have operations of West
Coast ports benefited from this new
scenario?

•

Which ports have been improved and
which have reduced their load?

•

What are the most important
challenges you are facing?

•

What type of cargo do you receive
from Mexican ports? Do you have
intercompany agreements or validate
some type of goods certification from
Mexico?

•

What opportunities do you see for
trade between Mexico and the United
States through these ports?

•

How has this growth and
strengthening of the intermodal sector
in West Coast ports been capitalized?

•

How have railway companies
strengthen their alliances with
shipping lines in order to speed up
their shipping operations in port?

PANEL III
CROSS BORDER: CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
EXPORT FABRICATION
Context:
In recent years, the challenges on the
border between Mexico and the United
States have been overcome increasingly
better, due to the implementation of
business certification programs on both
sides, as well as the fact that railways
have managed to set up very competitive
brokers and do the customs clearance at
the origin and destination in Mexico, with
goods on deposit, which represents a
facilitation for the industrial manufacturing
sector. However, there are still challenges
for road cargo: imbalance of full-empty
spaces, technological implementation,
pro-security investment and operational
slowness as a consequence of the legal
liability the Mexican government imposes
to customs agents with respect to the
loads of their customers. Nevertheless,
the volume of trade between the two
countries is significant and convenient, so
that challenges such as trade imbalance,
regulations and crime should be able to
be solved with flexibility on the part of the
United States, and commitment on the part
of Mexico.
•

In what factors require flexibility from
the United States?

•

What industrial sectors have moved
their loads more from road to
intermodal transport in the United
States, and why?

In what factors require commitment
from Mexico?

•

What perspectives are glimpsed to
face the challenges in light of the
results of NAFTA renegotiation?

•

What challenges is intermodality
facing with the growth of demand?

•

•

What opportunities do you see for the
Mexican market?

Are new conflicts arising from
electronic commerce demands and
the digitization of its operations? What
are they and what challenges do they
represent?

•

The United States-Mexico
Chamber of Commerce
The United States-Mexico Chamber of
Commerce (USMCOC) is a non-profit business
association committed to promoting and
facilitating investments, trade, and business
between Mexico and the United States.
The California Regional Chapter, with
headquarters in Los Angeles sponsors a
busy agenda of seminars, conferences and
presentations by distinguished leaders in
business, government and industry. Presentation

Inbound Logistics + Inbound Logistics LATAM

topics range from import and export tactics,

Since 1981 Inbound Logistics has led in providing a vision for the future

industrial challenges in Mexico, advances in
technology affecting trade, economic updates,
banking and taxes, sales techniques, and more.

of logistics and supply chain management. After 15 years of leadership
in Mexico, INBOUND LOGISTICS LATAM expands into Latin America.

All of the chapter’s activities are designed to
improve communication, cooperation, and
understanding among the businesses and
governments in the United States and Mexico.
Joining forces with Inbound Logistics and
Inbound Logistics LATAM, the U.S. Mexico
Chamber of Commerce, The California Regional
Chapter continues to promote and facilitate
business expansion in the logistics field by coorganizing this Supply Chain Leaders Meeting.
The goal is to continue to promote, inform, and
celebrate the expertise, capabilities, and growth
potential of leading companies and experts in
both countries.

WHY HAVE INBOUND LOGISTICS AND INBOUND LOGISTICS LATAM
BECO ME THE LEADING SOURCES OF LOGISTICS INFORMATION?
n Because the global vision of IL allows its readers to objectively evaluate the performance
and evolution of logistics in Mexico and Latin America, and around the world.
n Because the company success stories, original research, and meetings
covered in both magazines provide readers with the news, trends and
real-world examples to craft leading supply chain strategies.
n Because the dedication to education by providing experts through its forums and summits
gives readers access to the market leaders in logistics abd economic development
and helps them develop synergies to leverage logistics to drive enterprise success.
n Because the editorial policy of the media – a strict focus on improving
and evolving productivity and competitiveness in Mexico and Latin
America – guarantees readers quality content, reliability and relevance.
n Because the combined reach of Inbound Logistics and Inbound Logistics LATAM exceeds
400,000 readers each month, making it the pre-eminent logistics resource in the world.

GOLD SPONSORSHIP
CONTRIBUTION OF $6,000.00
n Full Page AD inbound Logistics USA.

n Full Page AD Inbound Logistics LATAM.
n Exhibition table for company materials
n Display of promotional materials and giveaways
n Company logo emailed to 85,000+ key contacts
providing marketing/advertising for your company
n Company information and logo highlighted on
the program distributed at the conference

SILVER SPONSORSHIP
CONTRIBUTION OF $3,000.00

n Company logo displayed on digital banner
at the event and organizers’ websites

n Exhibition table for company materials

n Full Page AD Inbound Logistics LATAM

n Recognition as a sponsor to be given at the event

n Display of promotional materials and giveaways

n Three complimentary passes for colleagues or clients

n Company logo emailed to 85,000+ key contacts providing
marketing/advertising for your company

n Ability to purchase additional tickets
using the discounted member fee
n Sponsor name to be mentioned in event summary
printed in Inbound Logistics LATAM Publication

n Company information and logo highlighted on the
program distributed at the conference
n Company logo displayed on digital banner at the event and organizers’ websites
n Recognition as a sponsor to be given at the event
n Two complimentary passes for colleagues or clients
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n Ability to purchase additional tickets using the discounted member fee
n Sponsor name to be mentioned in event summary printed
in Inbound Logistics LATAM Publication
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